


What is She Loves Golf Twilight?

SLG twilight is a weekly, after work on-course playing experience. Every week women can come along

to play 3, 6 or 9 holes, at their own pace and in a variety of different formats. SLG twilight is a space and

time for women to progress at their own rate and build up their confidence playing golf. It enables

them to progress to playing more holes over time and meet new friends in a safe space. This is a great

initiative which can be used as a pay-by-play option giving participant the opportunity to try golf at

the club and play in a way that is flexible and affordable when they are just starting out.

"It’s a time of the week that I really enjoy. I make sure that I have

time at the end of it to sit down and have a yarn and drink with the

girls. WhatsApp has been a great tool to get the girls

communicating not only with me but with each other. They now

organise golf amongst themselves. I have also made friends with

some of the girls and we go and do other activities outside of golf."

Emma Fairne, PGA Professional, Omaha Golf Club

"We want to grow our women’s membership and general

involvement in women’s golf and this is a perfect pathway for

women to further advance their skills and knowledge while

learning to play our course. My belief is that the success should be

measured by them continuing to play golf in some shape or form,

not so much if they join our club." 

Doug White, Golf Director, Titirangi Golf Club

TWILIGHT

Clubs across Auckland have been trialing the initiative with great success. Each week this beginner format of twilight has had on

average 15-20 participants. Some clubs ran the sessions as a series over six consecutive weeks and others had an regular weekly

option. Each club charged around $15 per session for visitors and it was free for members. Each week participants experienced

different formats, developed their skills and confidence, and worked their way up to playing 9 holes at their own pace. The idea of

SLG twilight is to create an enjoyable, social and relaxed environment with a PGA  Professional or friendly volunteer cruising around

in a cart or by foot giving some basic tips and supporting the group.

Top 4 things that will encourage female

participants to play more!

Pay as you play events (like twlight)

More friends to play with

Flexible playin g options  (such as playing as many

holes  you like)

Membership that includes social playing

experiences and coaching 
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